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Background

Global London – Contemporary Urban Education, Culture and Space
1st year BA Ed programme

3-week intensive module [Term 3]

• Uses London as springboard to explore ways contemporary 
cities are being theorized, experienced and understood

• Encourages students to reflect on their place in cities —
as students and as urban citizens

• Builds understanding of relationship between university and 
the city through being students and urban citizens



globalisation place  urban change the urban everyday        global city ordinary streets           

iconic architecture    scale creative city  transnational urbanism  inclusion/exclusion

ordinary city     everyday consumption     defining a city      the built environment

multi-cultural London  culture  community     gentrification cultural production  

space studentification urban development  identity

For your final portfolio…

1) select 4 or 5 themes
2) think about interaction of 4 or 5 themes to develop an overarching theme/question 
3) use multimodal information drawn from seminars, portfolio work, literature, fieldtrips, moving around city to develop a coherent and 

reflective journal of your experiences and what you have learnt
4) develop a multimodal text (2,000 words and multimodal clips) that shows understanding of overall title and themes you have chosen

Multimodally, this could include
• how you define the different themes
• how the literature defines and elaborates on the different themes
• appropriate examples to illustrate each theme and the intersection of themes (both written and multimodal) and justifications of why this was 

selected and applied
• further support from literature to strengthen your examples
• any other way multimodal way you want to show your understanding of the theme

Module assessment



Rationale

• enables students to engage with complexities and multi-layered modalities of cities and everyday 
processes

• enables students to represent and reflect on understanding through modes they feel more confident in

• creates an opportunity for students to experiment with different modes of communication and 
meaning-making

• provides a creative, yet still academic form of literacy development that helps students understand the 
potentialities of academic communication and meaning making

• responds to and supports students having different learning and literacy needs and processes, critical 
considerations around building inclusion and belonging that are an imperative within HE institutions



Examples of daily portfolio work 
Defining a city, defining the urban

As you leave class today and make your way home, think about the complexities in defining a city. Capture what we spoke about and read 
about through multimodal texts (e.g. images, videos, recordings, drawings). It is important that you can justify your choice of multimodal 
text making – so it is a considered process (not arbitrary).

Architecture

Think about an iconic building/structure from your city. You are going to write about it:

a. Why is it iconic? 
b. How does it fit within Sklair’s analysis of iconicity? 
c. How has it changed the economic, social, physical role of your city?

Gon online and find two images of this structure and integrate it into your text.

As you make your way home think about how the built environment intercepts with your everyday processes and practices. Capture this 
this through a multi-modal text. Come prepared tomorrow to speak about this.

Urban Everyday

Yesterday you were asked to capture your urban everyday multi-modaly. In your pairs show each other what you captured. Why did you capture 
that? Now that we have read and spoken about theories of the everyday, do you think your multi-modal text is still relevant or would you change 
it? Why/why not?



Deeper sense of place



Deeper sense of place



Deeper sense of agency



Deeper sense of agency



Experimenting affordances of different modalities



Expression of uniqueness



understanding of research methodologies and empirical data
Student mirrors research approach of Suzanne Hall who walks the 
breadth of Rye Street Peckham to understand the social and 
economic practices that result from transnational urbanism

Student analyses meaning of key concept and then 
applies it to context they are familiar with together 
with explanation and elaboration

Student takes images of places and spaces to represent the concept they are 
unpacking and exploring

Student analyses the relevance of 
these places and spaces in relation 
to the concept they have been 
working with and draws out both 
local and global understandings



understanding of research methodologies and empirical data



• process highlights… student’s active engagement with semiotic resources available to them at a particular 
moment in a specific socio-cultural context (Kress 2010)

• ‘design’ and ‘principles of composition’ become foregrounded (Bezemer and Kress, 2008)

• how and why students choose to represent from a range of options points to notion of design: the process of 
giving shape to the interests of the sign-maker for an assumed audience using the available semiotic resources 
(Bezemer and Kress 2008: 174)

• choices are always expressions of ideology and power – what choices were made and for what purposes? 

• place a strong emphasis on student ‘interest’ and agency…. “learners as agentive, resourceful and creative 
meaning-makers”  (Stein and Newfield 2006: 8, in Archer, 2012: 115)

Deeper engagement



Multimodal portfolios:

• expand boundaries of academic literacies making them more inclusive
• help students to develop their ‘voice’ through composition and design
• enable students to realise power and agency in creating their own meaning 
• allow students to experiment with more ‘non-traditional’ academic genres
• harness students’ representational and reflective skills and resources
• not simply receivers of knowledge, active in making and production of meaning (Archer, 2012)
• recognise students’ experiences outside university — identities, histories, languages, cultures
• prepare students better for navigating, understanding and critically evaluating the diverse multimodal 

world surrounding them that they constantly engage with

Widening participation 



Have more space and time to engage with the theories and language around multimodality, so that students are able to 
develop a vocabulary and a language and a deeper understanding its potentialities

Co-creating module — assessment, criteria and daily portfolio tasks — to deepen this language and insight but also to 
engage in the meta-potentials of these methodologies

One type of assessment that opens a crack for experimentation and empowerment — to ‘widen the crack’ more ‘non-
traditional’/multimodal projects/assessments should be considered 

Reflecting on process and task after submission – allowing students to reflect on: agency, positionality, assumptions, 
values, how they are transformed by the research (in module, in institution, in the city)

How to support different students’ response to tasks and coursework — some more comfortable, some less confident, out 
of comfort zone, some find it scary to move away from written mode

Academic literacies’ in the twenty first century entails being able to navigate multiplicity, to critique representations in 
multiple modes, media and genres, and use a range of technologies in composing multimodal texts (Archer 2012: 420).

How can impact be more meaningful?
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